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The development of )rocesses for the direct reduction of iron ore
with gaseous agents has boon stipulated by two main factors, viz. the
increasing demand for steel all over the world and the local shortage
of suitable coal f)r the manufacture of metallurgical coke. The economic
necessity to switch from c-)al t.^ another source of carbon monoxide and
hydrogen has also been felt in'other than metallurgical industries,
The rapidly increasing c emr.nd for water as as basic material for
processes such as the -?r<cduotio-^n of town as, the synthesis of methanol
and a monia, the hydrogenation and hydrodesulphurization of petroleum
fractions, and the hydrogenation of vegetable oils has resulted in an
increasingly important call upon oil as a raw material in the production
of gas for use in industry.

The Bataafse Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij, a service
company of the Royal Dutch/Shell Group, decided in 1954 to embark on the
development of an oil gasification -)rocess. The production of water gal
complying with specifications of the chemical industry and of the town
gas industry was the first aim of this develo2 ment. i,t present four
units, with oil throughputs varying from 50 to 200 tons oer day, are in
operation in Europe for the production of synthesis gas, and four
other units, of which one for the production of a town gas component,
are under construction.

It was recognized by Shell that specifications of gases for
reduction purposes often will differ from those of water gas for indust'vial
applications mentioned above. Special versions of the Shell process
have therefore been developed for the manufacture of reducing gas of
widely varying quality, composition and cost. Designs for pilot plan,
gasification installations suited for metallurgical research and
development are available. In any v:rsie,n of the Shell process any
gaseous or liquid hydrocarbon may be processed. Industrial size units
of proven desi.;n await their use in the metallurgical industry.

In this ,xa;)er both the production of high quality reducing
gas by gasification of oil with oxygen and the production of gas of
lower quality and cost by ;7asificatioon of oil with air will be dealt with,

(0) Paper for presentation at the Symposium on Pilot Plants in
Metallurgical Research and Development - 15th to 18th February,,19601.
Jamsh od pur .

Not to be reproduced in any media. (C) National Metallurgical
Laboratory, Jamshedpur.
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THE SHELL Gj.SIFICr;TION PROCESS:

A. Description of the i'r.uucess:
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The Shell Gasification Process is based on the .partial
oxidation of a hydrocarbon feedstock either by oxygen, air enriched
with oxygen or air. The reaction is a continuous non-catalytic flame
type which takes )lace in a reactor s eocially developed for this
purpose. When using oxygen or air enriched with oxygen, the uartial
oxidation has to be carriLJ' out in the presence of steam which is
acting as a moderator. Instead of steam, carbon dioxide can be used
if a CO-rich gas mixture is wanted. In the case of gasification with
air no additi_>n of stoam to the reactor food is required. The reaction
conditions can be readily ada pteO to the feedstock selected. The arocess
is capable of converting any gaseous and lirjuid hydrocarbon feedstocks
from methane to residual ('il.

This is significant advantage, since it )ernits adaptation
to the most economic fee(Istock, which in different areas and under
various market conditions with regard to the oil industry, does not
necessarily have to bo fuel oil, but may be for instance a low octane
gasoline fr_-action.

The term "partial oxidation" describes the not effect of a
number of com;)onent reactions which occur in the flame. his is well
known , such flame reactions are of a complex nature and not yet
completely understooc'., but good idea of their overall effect can be
obtained by regardin,.° thorn as essentially involving a two-stage
mechanism.

-s the first state, a complete oxidation reaction is assumed
in which )art of the hyc'.r^ carbon char-red (or lighter ones derived from
these by crackin - ropu. ti.?ns) is burned.

The oxidation r action can be expressed as:

CnHr, + (-D 4 + n) 02 --- nC02 + (2 ) H2O

These reactions are hi-rhly exothermic and ?roceed rapidly to an

equilibrium in which the oxygen is very nearly exhausted. The heat
liberated is sufficient t. r'-Lisa a mixture containing a large

stoichiometric excess of hydrucabons to the )r-Jcoss t emperature
(1200 to 1500°C) and, at this temperature, t) supply the heat require.
ments of subsequent and parallel endothermic reactions. These secondary
reactions, which require the above high temperatures to attain
reasonable reaction velocities, are of the types:

CnHm + nH2O

CnHm + nC02

s
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nCO + ( 2 + n) H2

2nCO + (2 ) H2
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It is thus seen that the primary combustin products serve as oxygen
carriers, the oxygen of which is transferred to, and serves to gasify,
the carbon contained in the'unburned -)art of the hydrocarbons. These
hydrocarbons need not be of any virgin type but may rather originate
from thermal destruction, which occurs wherever the original charge is
exposed to high temperature and is not yet in contact with oxygen or
oxidizing gases.

Although hydrocarbons thus formed as short-lived intermediary
products may facilitate the gasification reaction, they do not appear
in the ultimate gas )roduct to any appreciable extent. Whereas methane
normally occurs in c ;ncentr,ations in the final gas of a few tenths of a
volume per cent, hydrocarbons with a greater number of carbon atoms,
which can be detected only in trace quantities, quickly die out as the
size of the molecule increases. Intimate contact between the reactants
ensures the simultaneous occurrence of the component reactions and thus
prevents excessive temperatures which would. result at any p oints where
the primary reaction might locally attain dominance. 1, burner of
special design is essential in order to obtain intensive mixing and
!hus uniform temperature distribution.

The distribution )f the elements carbon, hydrogen and oxygen
among the- components of the wet gas ultimately produced is determined by
the equilibrium of the CO shift reaction

CO + H2O CO2 + H2

This equilibrium is, in fact, closely ap?roached.
r,

Residual quantities of two of the intermediary products

formed by thermal destructi-n of the virgin hydrocarbon fractions, vii.

of methane and carboon, ilp )e`ir in the cffluont gas of the gasification

reactor. This occurs in site f the fact that their equilibrium

concentrati )ns under thto prevailing- chemical conditions are negligible

or even zero: carbon should he consumed ca p1stely by either the

Boudouard reaction

C+C02--^ 2 CO

or the water gas roocti ,n

C + H2O CO + H2

while methane should be similarly exhausted by the steam reforming

reaction

CH4 + H2 0 CO + 3 H2

The experimental f__ct that those two )roducts, although oresent in only
small quantities, have not virtually disc,)-?eared is due to the relatively

slow rate at which the consuming, reactions proceed. It is then clear

that an incn~ease in process --to,.:.Y^ture will il a decrease of both
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the relative amount of card-, an found in the effluent has and the concentration
of residual methane in it. The latter variable is se'marked a function
of the reaction tem nera.ture that, for a c=iv(,,n sot of conditions, it can
be used as a fairly indicati)n of process temperature.

^s already monti 2ned, the rea,cti .>n temperature may vary
between 1200 and 15000C. Tho pressure in the reaction space may range
from 3 t 40 k ,/c.z2 ribs and even hi'-her, if required.

When air is "as :c', the oc ,nomic a;ressure range lies between
1 and 7 kl;/cm2 11)s.

In view of the temperature at which the process takes place,
the utilization of waste heat is an cc onon:ic -necessity whenever,the
product is required at Lower tomperature. Lespite the presence of
carbon in the .,as, it has eossihl : to .ov^lo.7) a highly efficient.
Shell-patented w-iste he-'.t which can produce steam of any
desired eressure in continuous operation. The overall thermal efficiency,
of the process is thereby increased to a value of 87.5% for gasification
of 3000 seconds fuel with xy -en, for example.

The or _bleres c ;nn^. cte.d with the pro_,ductioon, separation and
recovery .•f the srall -percenta;;e of carbon.which is formed were
successfully solved as th,. ;)rocess was developed. The -special construction
of the waste heat bAler prevents the carbon carried by the hot gases
from the c.;nbustiL.n chamber from bein- deposited on the heat transmitting
,surface, and thus from adversely affecting heat transfer. Downstream of
the waste heat 1 'il<er the carbon is separated from the as streams by
means if water, a s•pecia^l )recess being used. The gases leave the
separation stare ess:entisily-free from carbon. The carbon-water slurry
is processed in special equipment to remove the water and to recover the
carbon in a fu=_ suit--l-le f :r either further use or burning. Water
leavin * the c_,rb..n rec„ aaory -equi )mont is essenti }F- fry-.frc --Carbon.

•

B, Pilot-2l-ants an e'--Go .:ercial- Install,-iti.,ns:

The ,r c ;ss was r'^ v lop with the ^_id of two pilot plants
which had _Al thr.,u•-h,-juts f 2 and 10 metric tens per day. It proved
poseibl.:, to construct :r-ictic:_Uy-the entire ',lint fr om mild steel.
Experience both -,n oil,- t l nts :n l coramerciL,.L,i.nst.alla. tions has shown
how commercial grad fir ' ri.^,cs $y be us, c'. f 7,r the brickwork of tabs
reactor.

Three -:plants of lamer size have been built. One is
situated at the Shell Haven iiefinory, En=-land, and processes 200 tong
of oil per day. i.n otho-r, c:,notructed f:•r the Union Rheinische
Braunkehlen Kraftstoffwerk•e, W,^sselin •, has an oil intake capacity
of 100 t/d, while a third' )1-Lnt started operating- a few months

=-ll plants are composed ,of sets of reactors with an oil input
of 50 tens )sr day and their auxiliary equiement. In addition four
Shell Gasificwti n Plants are under construction, including a 4-reactor
plant for the South Eastern Gas Board in En;-land.
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Standard reactors with ca,)acities of 25, 50 and 100 tons
,)er day of hydrocarb,)n input ax(, available.

C. Production of Rec..ucing Gases by Shell Process:

1. Gasification with oxygen and steam

Manufacture of a water jas:

Results ty,)ical of -asific-tion of heavy fuel oil with
oxygen in a commercial size reactor are given below:

In1iut : Fuel uil 3000 sac Hedwood 1 viscosity: 1 kg

Oxyggen, as 100% but of )5% ;iurity : 0.75 Nm3

Steam t) reactor 0.4 kg

Out -)ut: Water gas, dry basis : 2.95 Nm3

Carbcn 0.03 kg

Steam from waste heat boiler : 2.3 kg

The dry gas has ap,)roximately the following volumetric composition:

Hydrogen 46.1%

Carbon monoxide 46.9%

Carbon dioxide 4.3%

Total hydrogen sulphide and carbonyl sul-)hide 0.9%

Methane 0.4%

Total nitrogen and traces :;f Thor g,a sos 1.4%

Carbon content less than 1 mg/,Nm3

The gas is a very suitar.n, startin° material for the synthesis
of chemicals such as ammonia and raothan.l, and can also be used as a
blending com1lonent f -)r toz:*n gas manuf:cture.

Water gas has strong reducing )ro,-)erties and may be used as
such in the direct reduction _,f iron oxides. A direct reduction 7rocess
which may be mentioned in this c)nnecti.on is, for instance, the Kellogg
(Hyl) )rocess.
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Manufacture of hydr ;::;en from water eas:

Hydrogen can be )r :,duced fr )r a crude gasification ; )roduct
by applying conventional catalytic carbon m onoxide conversion with
steam followed by removal of the carbon dioxide formed . According to
the literature #) the H-ir)n )recess requires hydrogen at elevated
pressure (250 )sig is mentioned). Obviously. a ' ressure gasification
process has a number of advanta es for this ap?lication, the more so
since the treating and conversion of the gas is also >referably carried
out under ?ressure . Tho Shell Gasification Process , whose .7ressure can
be adjusted to suit the operating conditions if the further plant, is
therefore considered an excellent tc:ol for this purpose.

Manufacture of CO-rich r:^s:

For some m; tallur,cical Processes a gas rich in carbon monoxide
is required. Such a _las can be produced by gasification with oxygen in the
presence of sufficient carbon dioxide and-steam. Al gas with, for instance,
a carbon monoxide to hydriron ratio of 2 can be sroduced. under .the following
conditions

Input : Fuel oil, 3000 sec Redwood I viscosity: 1 kg

Oxygen, as 100% but of 95% purity : 0.80 Nm3

Carbon dioxide to reactor $ 0.52 kg

Output: Dry gas s 2.99 NO

Carbon : 0.03 kg

Steam from waste heat boiler 2.5 kg

The dry gas has the following analysis, in volume yer gpnt:.

Hydrogen 29.3%

Carbon monoxide 59,2%

Carbondioxide 8.8%

Methane 0.4%

T_-tal hydrogen sulphide and carbonyl sulphide 0.8%

Ni tr o-en and argon 1.5%

2. Gasification with air:

If, as dart of a heneficiation orocess , hematitic ores have
to be onertially reduced t) an artificial magnetite, this is preferably
effected with a gas hnvinc weak reducing )r )pertios . r, direct route to

#) h.M. Squires and C.t. Johnson, The H-Iron Process, Journal of Metals,
npril, 1957, ). 586.
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the manufacture of such a gas is given by gasification with air rather
than with oxygen. The pressure range in which gasification with air is
more economical than that with oxygen lies between 1 and 7 kg/cm2 abs, as
already stated . O,peratin, (' :ta typical of gasification of Bunker C fuel
oil with _air are given below:

Gasification pressure, )sig 15 50
tiir preheat temperature, C 550 550
Gas composition at 200C, )orcent volume basis

Carbon monoxide 23.6 21.6
Hydrogen 16.5 13.3
methane 0.1 0.1
carbon dioxide 1.5 2.6
nitr oo.en 56.5 61.3
hydrogen sulphide and carbonyl sulphide 0.4 0.4
water vapour 1.5 0.7

Lower calorific value, kcal/Nr13 1150 1010
Carbon content, ppm 100-300 10-30
Gas yield on feed, Nm3/kg 6.15 6.45
Steam produced on feed, kg/k!; 3.6 4.65

The low carbon content of the gas is obtaihed by removing the
carbon in the same type of equipment as used for gasification with oxygen.
For many ap)lications, however, carbon removal might not be necessary.
Without carbon removal the Garb on content of the eras will be of the order
of 2500 onm.

Gasific•otion .of liquid fuels with oo.ir migrht also find application
in the producti )n )f .gaseous fuel f r kiln )rocesses, which require accurate
control of reaction temperatures throughout the kiln (the R -N ;,rocess for
example).

For direct reduction to spono,e iron, gases with a very low
water vapour and carbon dioxide content are required. In the sponge iron
production process less use of heat exchange can apparently be made than
in magnetic rooasting;, s;_o. that the c,)ntent of inert materials, like
nitro.-en, in the gas should be reduced as much as possible. b pressure
gasification )rocess us-n., oxygen has the advantages of easy removal
of water vapour and of car )n dioxide fr )m the -as, and further that
there is a low content of inE:rt material. Nevertheless, gasification
with air should be given serious consideraticn for production of
reducing c?as,:s f.hr total reduction because of its lower manufacturing
cost, as will be shown in the f ollowino- ooaragra:oh.

D. Cost of Reducing Gas from Oil:

For the cost of reducing gas no absolute figures can be given
in this paper because the cost of oil, labour and maintenance and the rate
of depreciation will largely de,rend on local conditions, which will differ
from case to case. However, n general indication of the cost of reducing
gas is obtained already by expressing it in terms )f the cost of oil, as
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shown in the table below. The costs shown for water gas and hydrogen
include the cost of oxygen required for gasification. The range in gas
cost shown ori.-inates fr:m variations in ccst of oil and in the rate of
cepreciati on.

Pr o;:ucti .n cast of reducing gas from oil *)

Reference: Oil )rico )r unit of lower heating value (i.h.v.): 1

Ty pe o f gas Cost of gas doer unit 1.h.v.

Low calorific value Fas,

1150 kcal/Nr13, 100-300 ii.i carbon 1.4-1.6

1000 kcal/Nm3, 10-30 o)m carbon 1.5-1.8

Water gas (93% vol of CO+ H2),carbon-free 2.4-3.0

Hydrogen _.f technical grade 3.4-4.7

#) Note: Gasification ea)acity about 200 tons daily throughput-of oil,

It is concludef from the above c.:roparison that, for equal cost
of recuchng gas or unit of iron, the overall thermal efficiency of a
reduction process using low calorific gas con be allowed to be only
55-60% of that of a reduction process on water gas for example.

E. Gasification Foodst;cks:

It sh,uld bw stressed that the Shall Gasification Process is
capable of hndlin^ a w variety of hydrocarbon feedstocks, ranging
from natural :has to C-r?raC.,; fujl. The Shell process gasification efficiency
is equally cod f :r b 4h lioht and heavy faAsto+aks. The choice of the
feedst?ck will therof .,re be governed by factors other than the technology
of the Shell GasificAi_,a-2rocass, such as the availability and price of
the feedstock.

F. Conclusions:

j, number ,f exam ales have illustrated the versatility of the
Shell Gasificati n ?rocess f -,r the ^)roducti ;n of a wide variety of
hydrogen and caarb n monoxide mixtures from any oil fraction . Oxygen, air
enriched with oxy.Yen and air can be used as oxidant in this ;process.

For the prod.ucti n if gas to be used under )ressure oxygen
has great advanta es, since it offers economic gasification under ;pressure
and easy removal of unwanted by-:products like water vaoour and carbon
dioxide.

•
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In the ,)roducti, n :;f r(;ducing gases at low pressures, on the
other hand, air has groat ec-)n,-)mic advantages over oxygen. Reducing
gases produced fro om oil fracti.ns by nasificati )n with air will no
doubt find a ^,oli.c Lion in the )r )tossing f low -_*rade hematitic iron
ores . Whether this low cost gas, characterized by a high content of
inert material, can also be economically used in direct reduction to
sponge iron will depend, Orion;,other things, on the extent to which use can
be made of heat exchange in s oon^-e iron ^prodluction.

For the manufacture of reducing- gas with both oxygen and
air Shell have availably -)roven desi:ins cf re-actors ranging in capacity
from 2 to 100 tons or clay of oil thr.u h.)u.t. This range covers the
requirements of both pilot )lan-ts and:-comr ercial_ plants in the
me tallurgicaLindustry.

/SKB .
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